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Abstract

The accelerated development of IT technologies on the Internet for fast pro-

vision of commercial multimedia services has stimulated an urgent demand for

reliable and secure copyright protection for digital multimedia. Also, informa-

tion retrieval is required to search valuable information from wide range of image

data for various applications such as biometrics, crime prevention, health infor-

matics, and image search. We proposes the shape representation method using

angles, orientations, and locations which is called as Oriented Angular Key-

points (OAK) to make help for shape-based watermarking scheme. First, the

contour is extracted from input image and is divided into contour blocks. Then,

angles and directions from the divided contour blocks are computed to make

unique feature. To evaluate the proposed image retrieval algorithm, commonly

employed datasets of Gorelick and MPEG-7 are also used in this paper. The

performance of the similarity measure that proposed image retrieval algorithm

achieves improvement of about 10% compared with Shape Context in terms of

Bull’s eye score.
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1. Introduction

The Internet is not secure and therefore the security of digital images is a

concern for industries that provides commercial applications of digital images.

It is easy to tamper with digital images due to powerful editing programs avail-

able in the market today [1].5

Watermarking is used for copy control and media identification and tracing.

Most proposed watermarking methods are designed for the protecting digital

images. These methods embed a short message (a watermark) in the image,

which does not affect the usability, but can be detected using dedicated analysis

software. Especially, some works presented a novel object-based watermarking10

scheme for improving tolerance against geometrical attacks [2], [3]. To evaluate

these kinds of mechanisms, shape feature extraction process plays important

role to keep high accuracy of image watermarking.

Also, the content-based image retrieval (CBIR) originated in the early 1990s

when it was used by T. Kato [4]. The basic work of Content Based Image15

Retrieval (CBIR) is extraction of features that can be used for matching with

other features. Because of this, the number of image feature descriptors have

also developed in computer vision systems.

In computer vision, visual descriptors or image descriptors are descriptions

of visual features of contents in images, videos, algorithms, or applications that20

produce such descriptions. Visual descriptors describe elementary character-

istics, such as shape, color, texture, or motion, among others. Content-based

can be understood as a search analyzes contents of images rather than meta-

data associated with images. It means that content can be considered as colors,

shapes, textures, or any other informative objects which are derived from the25

image itself.

The first step of the CBIR system is collection of images followed by ex-

traction of appropriate features from collected images using all features that

can be represented. Extraction of features occurs same manner as with extrac-30
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tion of features in a query because in the similarity matching step they use the

same features for matching. The next step is indexing of features from collected

images. For effective and fast retrieval, extraction and storage of features oc-

curs before extraction of features during retrieval from a query. More images

are then collected or images are retrieved from a database based on extraction35

features in the same manner as for collection. Finally, the two feature sets from

the database and from the query are compared. Most similar images that the

system identified are retrieved for users and the number of images retrieved can

be know.

One of the major limitations of CBIR is a semantic gap between high-level40

human concepts and low-level features extracted from images. CBIR bases a

search upon extracted low-level features, which may not fully capture high-level

concepts specified by a user and a user may not obtain satisfactory results from

a search query. Due to this limitation, relevance feedback was introduced [5].

Through relevance feedback, a user can obtain desired images based on interac-45

tion with the system in a round-by-round basis.

Most feature descriptor extraction algorithms consider an object internal

keypoints, such as a gradient histogram (HOG) [6], 3 dimensional histogram

of gradient location and orientation [7], a lot of corners [8], the maxima of the

determinant of the Hessian matrix [9], oriented Features from Accelerated Seg-50

ment Test (FAST) and Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Fea-

tures (BRIEF) [10] and binary string by results of simple brightness comparison

tests [11].

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) detector[7] have kept the best

performance in a number of applications. However, a lot of computational time55

is required. Other methods [6], [8], [9],[11] also consume a lot of time for extrac-

tion of features. When a human recognizes an object, the human visual system

usually detects the object boundary, followed by consideration of texture and

color. Thus, objects are recognized in the computer based system based on a

silhouette in Figure 2.60

We present an effective shape keypoint descriptor for object matching, based
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on angles, orientations, and locations which is called as Oriented Angular Key-

points (OAK) as important pre-processing for shape-based watermarking scheme.

To define a shape, the contour is extracted from input image. Then the contour

is divided into contour blocks. From that, we extract angles and directions from65

the divided blocks to make unique feature. The complex of the proposed method

is small owing to utilizing shape information. This paper is organized as fol-

lows: The overall system and the proposed Oriented Angular Keypoints (OAK)

method is defined in Section 2. Experimental results are discussed in Section 3

along with the experimental environment and dataset properties. Concluding70

remarks and recommendations for further works are presented in Section 4.

2. The Proposed Algorithm

In this section, the procedure of algorithm and the detailed mechanism are

described for shape-based watermarking scheme. The proposed algorithm con-

sists of five steps. First, the contour is found from the given input image. The75

result of this step is very important for overall performance, because this al-

gorithm is basis on the object’s outline. Second, principal outline is extracted

from the result of the first step. When contour is extracted from an image,

there are many noises or holes in an image. Therefore, noise and holes need to

be eliminated.80

Third, the block region is constituted from the outline. Image is divided

into blocks through the contour. In this step, angle and direction of each block

are computed. Fourth, angle and direction are computed from divided blocks.

We have used the ”law of cosines” to compute angle and direction. So, set of

those will be a descriptor of object. Then, the query descriptor and the refer-85

ence descriptor are matched. Finally, we give a score by the matching similarity

between query and reference.

In the end of this chapter, a strategy of the proposed algorithm is described

for computational cost and invariant. We have tried to preserve object’s signif-

icant property while keeping to decrease the consumed time at the same time.90
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2.1. Outline detection

In this step, an outline is detected from the given input image. There are

several ways to get the outline from the image such as Active contour like snake

algorithm [12], other segmentation methods, [13], [14], [15] and edge detect with

filtering [16], [17]. We have used filtering and edge detect. The reason why we95

have used filtering and edge detect is that filtering and edge detect is more faster

than others.

Figures 2 ∼ 4 show the process that how to detect outline of the given im-

age. We have used the Gabor filter [16] to remove the noise of input image and

binarized it. The edge line is extracted by the Canny edge detector [17] which100

is well known as an edge extractor.

The first step of this stagy is smoothing the input image using Gabor filter

[16]. This step is for more efficient binarization process. Frequency and orien-

tations of Gabor filters [16] are similar to those of the human visual system,

and they have been found to be particularly appropriate for texture represen-105

tation and discrimination. This is the reason why Gabor filter [16] is suitable

for binarization of image. There are five parameters for Gabor filter [16]. The

parameters of Gabor filter [16] (σ, θ, λ, γ, ψ) represent range of kernel size, di-

rection of kernel, period of reiteration of sin function, ratio of filter and phase

of filter respectively.110

Then, we binarize images using proper threshold for find edge from the bi-

narized area. This step is for finding edge as outline. Finally, we detect the

outline using Canny edge detector [17] from the binarized image. The Canny

edge detector [17] is an edge detection operator based on a multi-stage algo-

rithm for extracting a wide range of edges in images. Edge detection is usually115

an important technique to extract useful structural information from different

vision objects and dramatically reduce the amount of data to be processed.

The above stagy has been used as a preprocessing to detect outline of the

object. If the input images are natural images, we need to segment the outline.

Otherwise, if the input images already show just outline, we do not need to120

process this.
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2.2. Extraction of principal outline

In common with other local features [7], [18], [19], [20], [21], the proposed

algorithm also divides region from the outline. Because, even if the same objects,

their outline can be various. Therefore, the divided regions are better than the125

whole outline for adopting various. When we partition the contour into some

segments, some of holes or noise components can be intruded in this process.

To cope with this, the holes and noise are removed by simple filtering.

In this step, we assign a label to each group of neighboring pixels. We

compare total pixel count of each group. The largest number of group is only130

considered for extracting a feature as shown in Figure 5. In the labeling process,

the first step is to find a start point that intensity is not zero. After finding a

start point, we check on eight neighbors of the center point when meet the last

piexl. Based on this processing, the result will show all labels in the outline

image.135

2.3. Constitution of block region

We compose of block segment to calculate angle and direction of the ex-

tracted contour. Each part of the outline will be considered as one feature

including angle, direction, and location components. We constitute all blocks

which include pixel in their center point. From the center point, we can draw a140

line to pass through block outline point in Figure 6. This approach is effective

to keep principal property and also can give features in a good way. The size

of block influences both of accurate and speed of the processing. In our case,

we set the size of block to width/10 pixels through experimental analysis. This

can help to extract the features through angle and direction. We will describe145

how to compute the angle and direction in next section.

Figures 6 and 7 show the result of this step. Figure 6 shows the constituted

blocks around the outline. All of the constituted blocks have the center point

that passing through the outline. This is for preserving the property of outline

and decreasing the complexity of the property. Figure 8 shows the result of150

the transformed outline from the given blocks. From the left image of Figure
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6 and right image of Figure 7, we can see that the significant property can be

preserved and the amount of data is decreased. Before forming the block, a

block has the numbers of pixels. However, after this process, a block always has

just three pixels.155

2.4. Calculation of angle & direction

From the block regions, angle and direction using ”law of cosines” can be

computed as Eqs. (1) and (2). If we know lengths of all three sides, we are able

to calsulate an angle of each angular point. Therefore, we compute Euclidian

distance as Eq. (3) to achieve information of angles.

a = b cosC + c cosB

b = c cosA+ a cosC

c = a cosB + b cosA

(1)

a2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc cosA (2)

distance dp−q =

√
(p− q)2 (3)

Figure 9 illustrates the process of obtaining the angle and direction in the

given block. We are able to compute angle from point B, A, C in Figure 9 (a),

direction from point B, A, C in Figure 9 (b). Point B in Figure 9 (b) is anchor

point. Point C in Figure 9 (b) is middle of angle. Figure 9 (c) displays a case160

of point B to be anchor point.

After computing the angle and direction, we can make the features from

blocks. The property of the feature can be described by coordinate, angle, and

direction. For matching side, we have to normalize the range of feature. If we

do not normalize the range of feature and similarity, then the result of matching165

will be rapidly changed because of difference of range. Image sizes are not same

between images. We have set the coordinate zero to one as shown in Figure

10. Figure 10 also shows the normalization angle. When we get the Euclidean

distance, we have to adjust these feature values because of variation of the range.
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2.5. Similarity matching mechanism170

Basically, the nearest neighbor classifier is employed between a query image

and the reference image. The nearest neighbor classifier is defined as the key-

point with the minimum Euclidean distance in Equation (4), where pi and qi

are the feature of block. The minimum Euclidean distance is the sum of the

difference between query point and its corresponding point. Then, a similarity175

measure of using the Euclidean distance is computed as illustrated in Eq. (5).

With this similarity measure s, we verify whether the input is the object which

we look for or not as Equation (6). We have selected t = 0.25 by experimental

analysis.

ddistance =

n∑
i=1

√
(pi − qi)2. (4)

ssimilarity =
1

(1 + d).
(5)

odetectedobject =

1, if x > t

0, otherwise.

(6)

In the Figure 11, the Euclidean distance ddistance is 2.23 and ssimilarity is180

0.31. If a query image and the reference image are same, the distance and

similarity will be given as 0.00 and 1.00 respectively. This shows the example

for similarity matching.

2.6. Analysis of the proposed feature

This section describe the properties of invariance of the proposed feature in185

detail.

2.6.1. Translation invariant

In the proposed scheme, we draw a box at the boundary of outline. Then,

we start the process in the box at the boundary of outline. Even if an object

has translation, we can find the object in the same way as shown in Figs. 7 and190

8.
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2.6.2. Scale invariant

When we find the box at the boundary of outline, we normalize the coor-

dinate from 0 to 1. This means that even if the scale of object change, the

normalized coordinate keeps always the same description range. Therefore, the195

proposed algorithm has scale invariant property as shown in Fig. 12.

2.6.3. Rotation invariant

The proposed feature has three descriptors such as the coordinate, angle and

direction. If the object is rotated, coordinate will rotate also. We compute a

rotated coordinate using rotate matrix R (shown in Equation (7)). By the way,

the fiducial point of this rotate matrix is starting point(0,0). Therefore, we have

to correct like x, y to x− center, y− center and x′, y′ to x′+ center, y′+ center.x′
y′

 =

cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

x
y

 (7)

Secondly, angle is already invariant to rotate. Even if an object is rotated,

the obtained angle is always same. Lastly, If an object is rotated, the direction

will increase or decrease how much rotated. Therefore, we can just add rotated200

degree to the direction of feature.

The following shows a pseudo code for keeping rotation invariant property.

First ”Statement” (line 2) determines the number of bins. Rotated angle

is 360/numofbins. Then, we calculate the rotated angle, cosine theta and sin205

theta in the first ”For loop” (line 3). Next ”For loop” (line 7) shows process

how to calculate the features such as rotated coordinate, angle and direction.

This can help to preserve the rotation invariant using rotation matrix R

from the Eq. (7).

3. Experimental Results and Discussion210

In this section, the results of experiments are presented for performance

comparison. WE compared with popular shape retrieval methods with datasets
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Algorithm 1 Keeping rotation invariant algorithm

1: procedure RotationInvariant(f)◃ Feature f:coord, angle and direction

2: rotateAxis← 8 ◃ 8 bins of rotation(45 degrees in a bin)

3: for r in rotateAxis do

4: rotatedAngle← (360/rotateAxis)× r

5: cosTheta← cos(rotatedAngle× PI/180)

6: sinTheta← sin(rotatedAngle× PI/180)

7: for i in NumofFeatures do ◃ The number of features

8: rotated x← x× cosTheta− y × sinTheta

9: rotated y ← x× sinTheta+ y × cosTheta

10: angle← angle

11: derection← derection+ rotatedAngle

12: end for

13: end for

14: end procedure

of Gorelick [22] and MPEG-7 [23], [24]. Gorelick’s dataset is a collection of

natural silhouettes expanded by variable classes from Kimia Dataset [25] and

contains 12 classes with unevenly distributed number of samples in each class.215

The natural silhouettes in the same class contain large topological variations and

articulations. MPEG-7 database includes shapes with disconnected silhouettes

or shapes with holes or thin line indentations inside the silhouette [23].

Several schemes for pairwise information to retrieve goals [26]-[28]. To verify

the performance of the proposed algorithm, we also take experiment on the220

context-imposed retrieval. The experiments have been executed on a platform

of an Intel i7-4790 processor having 3.6 GHz and 4GB RAM with windows 7

operating system.
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3.1. Test dataset

3.1.1. Gorelick’s dataset225

Gorelick’s dataset is a collection of natural silhouettes expanded by variable

classes from Kimia Dataset [25]. It includes 12 classes with unevenly distributed

number of samples in each class. For each class, the natural silhouettes show

various topological variations and articulations. Table 1 shows the properties of

this dataset.230

Table 1: Properties of Gorelick’s dataset.

Contentss Gorelick Dataset

Classes 12

Images per class 40

Total images 490

Width 50∼1116

Height 48∼981

3.1.2. MPEG-7 dataset

MPEG-7 [23] database includes shapes with disconnected silhouettes or

shapes with holes or thin line indentations inside the silhouette. Also Table

2 shows the properties of this dataset. When computing to Gorelick dataset,235

MPEG-7 data has more images and less resolution of size.

3.2. Performance comparison

To compare the performance of the introduced schemes, Bull’s eye score has

been used. If in the database we have p positive examples for a given query,

the Bull’s eye measure is computed as the amount of correctly retrieved items240

in the first 2 × p results [29]. This criteria gives more score to the closer result

like dart game. In this experiment, the proposed algorithm retrieved 5 relative
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Table 2: Properties of MPEG-7 dataset.

Contents MPEG-7 Dataset

Classes 70

Images per class 20

Total images 1400

Width 76∼745

Height 48∼692

images from the query images. Then, if a retrieved image belong to the same

class, the result is correct.

3.2.1. Performance of shape image datasets245

Tables 3 and 4 show the overall Bull’s eye accuracy in comparison with other

methods for Gorelick and MPEG-7 shape database. For Gorelick dataset, PF

[22] and ZMD [27] show good performance. Other methods achieved a little

lower retrieval performance in terms of Bull’s eye score. However, the proposed

method gave 95% of Bull’s eye score as shown in Table 3. Using MPEG-7 shape250

database (in Table 4), similar results have been observed. Compared with other

methods, the suggested algorithm still achieves better performance (about 1%

∼ 9% improvement).

Table 3: Performance for Gorelick shape database for Bull’s eye score.

Methods SC[18] ARTD[26] GMD[27] CSSD[28] ZMD[27] PF[22] OAK (Proposed)

Score 84 86 89 89 93 93 95

Table 4: Performance for MPEG-7 shape database for Bull’s eye score.

Methods SC[18] ARTD[26] GMD[27] CSSD[28] ZMD[27] PF[22] OAK (Proposed)

Score 85 87 87 87 90 93 94

Figure 14 shows the Bull’s eye score for each image class in Gorelick’s dataset.

SC [18] gave very large variation of score. Especially, it showed very low value255
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for class 4. ARTD [26] also yielded a little large variation despite of smaller

than SC [18]. However, we could see that the proposed algorithm achieved very

stable score for all classes.

In Fig. 15, results for MPEG-7 [23], [24] are shown to compare the performance

of each class. The compared algorithms were within 90% except PF [22]. From260

this result, we can see that PF [22] achieves good score in classes 11, 51, and

56. The proposed method achieved over 92% of Bull’s eye score and gave more

stable performance with higher accuracy. For class 16, the suggested method

obtained almost 100% of Bull’s eye accuracy. From these result, we can deduce

that the proposed algorithm is superior to the existing methods which have been265

employed to compare the performance.

Figure 16 shows results of image retrieval from datasets of Gorelick [22]. The

first column is the input query image and other columns are retrieved results.

As it goes to left side, the similarity measure become to be decreased. It means

to be more different shape of object. As we can see, the proposed algorithm270

with OAK extracts the exact or almost similar objects in Fig. 16.

3.2.2. Performance of natural image dataset

To verify the performance, we have tested our scheme using real image

database. For content-based retrieval experiment, Caltech 101 object dataset

[30] has been employed. Caltech 101 object dataset [30] contains pictures of275

object belonging to 101 categories about 40∼800 images per category. Most of

categories have about 50 images. The size of each image is roughly 300 × 200

pixels. In this paper, barrel, brontosaurus, buddha, butterfly, gramophone, in-

line skate, motorbikes, revolver, scissors, and wrench categories are used to show

the retrieval performance using the designed OAK.280

Since the proposed algorithm extracts the designed feature from the outline

of object, we have to separate the object from the background. To do this, the

out line of object has been extracted by using Gabor filter [16] and Canny edge

detector [17] as illustrated in Section 3. Actually, the accuracy of the outline

extraction is very important to improve overall performance of content-based285
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image retrieval system.

Table 5 shows the result of image retrieval in natural images (Caltech 101

dataset). The result of each class is computed by using Bull’s eye score. As

shown in results, the overall performance of image retrieval does not reach to

that of shape image dataset. This is due to the accuracy of segmentation stage.290

As already mentioned, the proposed algorithm can be affected by the precision

of object segmentation because of using the outline of object.

From experimental results, the proposed algorithm can contribute to make

accurate shape-based watermarking scheme, which is rotation and translation

invariant. Especially, for designing for resisting geometrical attacks, our shape295

feature will be very useful in object-based watermarking scehems [1], [2].

Table 5: Retrieval performance for Caltech 101 object database based on Bull’s eye score.

Categories Bull’s eye score

barrel 75

brontosaurus 70

buddha 75

butterfly 80

gramophone 75

inline skate 55

motorbikes 70

revolver 80

scissors 85

wrench 90

Average value 75.5

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed an efficient shape descriptor for content-

based image retrieval system to search images of most similar with query image
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for supporting an accurate shape-based watermarking scheme, which is rotation300

and translation invariant.. The proposed shape descriptor is designed for robust

and fast to retrieve image. There are several stages to develop the proposed

algorithm. The proposed approach starts with extracting outline from the object

using very popular edge detection algorithm as known as Canny edge detector.

Then, the principal outline has detected through all of outline from the edge305

image. Third, the blocks has constituted from the principal outline to divide

the region for computing angle and direction. Fourth, angles and directions are

computed using three points (center point of the block, the point that passing

through the boundary of a block). In this stage, all features are normalized

0.0 ∼ 1.0 to preserve transformation invariant and compute Euclidean distance.310

Lastly, all features that were given from the given input image are compared

with features that extracted from the reference images or database.

The performance of matching accuracy was measured that 94% ∼ 95% by

Bull’s eye score. The consumed time was observed 0.5 ∼ 1.0 second for 490

images and 6.0∼ 10.0 second for 1400 images. From this result, the performance315

of matching accuracy shows that the shape information of object is reasonable to

recognize the object even if the proposed algorithm used just angles, directions,

and locations from the part of object. In natural image retrieval case, the

proposed algorithm yielded over 75% of Bull’s eye score. In wrench class, 90%

of score has been obtained. In average value, 75.5% of Bull’s eye score was320

achieved through experiment. It means that the proposed algorithm can be

employed for natural image retrieval system. Also, if we can employ some

methods to find the outline of object more accurately, then the performance

will be improved significantly.
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Figure 1: The example of silhouettes (cat, car, dog, human).
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Gabor filter

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Process of preprocessing (Gabor filtering): (a)original input image and (b)Gabor

filtered image.
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Binarization

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Process of preprocessing (Binarization): (a)Gabor filtered image and (b)binarized

image.
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Canny edge
detect

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Process of preprocessing (Canny): (a)Binarized image and (b)detected outline

image.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a)Detected outline image and (b)extracted principal outline.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a)the constituted blocks and (b)transformed outline from the given block.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a)Outline image and (b)the constituted blocks.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a)the constituted blocks and (b)transformed outline from the given block.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: (a)compute angle, (b)compute direction and (c)range of direction.
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Figure 10: (a)coordinate normalization and (b)degree normalization.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a)reference image and (b)query image.
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Figure 12: Scale invariant property.
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Figure 13: Rotation invariant property.
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Figure 14: The result of the proposed retrieval algorithm using Gorelick’s dataset.
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Figure 15: The result of the proposed retrieval algorithm using MPEG-7 dataset.
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Figure 16: The image retrieval results of the proposed feature descriptor.
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